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State, State, are being represented: Wilkes.

Potential of representative colleges and highly talented music students book-present something that poets trying to express their Seton—in a...

Art King has tried to do in his Pearls in Irem Temple. Dr. Harry...

The committee will also have programs that are designed to meet the needs of the students.

Brenda Thies agreed, "Our purpose," she said, "is to get the students together to have fun.

The committee will also have programs that are designed to meet the needs of the students.

Sharon and P. B. Terry made a successful...
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THE URUSINS WEEKLY

EDITORIAL

The Appeal of Wrestling

We gravitated toward college in a large North Jersey high school, where we had competed as champion basketballers, and a perpetually fine basketball team, but not a wrestling aggregation.

As a youngster we had passed through television worship of Argenta Rocca, Mr. America, The Super Swedish Angel, the Golden Superman, and the other athletic characters. We knew the names of the wrestlers and occasionally we had disillusioned by the obvious rheasenes of these thebesses to do other harm.

Naturally, then, we were a bit skeptical when, three winters ago, we were lured from our cluttered desk in Pettefell to witness our first interscholastic wrestling match. As we recall, it was a good match that year, with colorfull grapplers including slick Bob Turnbull, and maesthetic Jimmie Riddell and the three hundred pound plus gorilla.

That great general enthusiasm could be generated by a winter sport other than basketball was, for us, quite a revelation. Although we agreed that then good and well-built wrestling competition ranks high in spectator appeal.

Such a match was seen here last Tuesday night. The fervor, the remarkable sportsmanship, of the large crowd as well as the obvious talent of the wrestlers rendered the evening so enjoyable that the fact of Ursinus’ losing seemed secondary.

There is something so aesthetically beautiful in the way Dick Dean, for example, handles himself on the mat. It is something that good wrestlers must have in order to win.

Dean himself probably never considers his grappling contest quite so philosophically; at least there wasn’t much philosophy in the brutal way he dispatched his Swarthmore opponent.

Dean’s standing ovation, in fact, lasted four or five times as long as that of any other wrestler that night, when the match ended, there was Dick, back on the bench, slouching in his warm-up suit with the same insouciant (there’s no other word for it) look of satisfaction on his face. We’re used to it.

Dr. Edward F. Sheese, Sports

For the first time in its history, Ursinus College, a member of the Eastern College Athletic Conference, will play against another member of the conference, Swarthmore College. The match will be played in the Rose Auditorium, Swarthmore, on Friday, January 25, at 8:00 o’clock.

The Ursinus Wrestling Team, in addition to this match, will play in the conference meet, March 15, at Swarthmore, and later in the season against other colleges.

Dr. E. H. Boyer, President of Ursinus, will attend the match, accompanied by a group of students.
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Dryfoos Sets Two Ursinus Cage Marks; Dean Ties Record with Quick Pin

The PRESSBOX

by Jerry Morita

That basketball does not generate interest on the campus could be attributed to the fact that it is not difficult to find grandstand managers who are quick to criticize. Yet often criticism is deserved, and although Ursinus has a 1-9 record, the team’s reputation for winning has created an active interest in the sport. Then, the likes of Dean and Powers can maintain this interest.

A realistic athletic approach could help both basketball and football. A pragmatic decentralization of school’s reputation should be built but there isn’t any reason why Ursinus can’t import a few good athletes and still maintain its academic standards.

The turning point came in the lower weights, and then the Ursinus rally fell apart as the Ursinus record was established. The high point was probably the most hotly contested of the afternoon as Albie’s John Monseur edged the Bear, 17 to 13. Monday, January 16, 1956

Frymen Flounders; Lose to PMC, 92-29; Drop Thriller, Swarthmore, 39-35

Garnett Gains Win

The Ursinus Bears slipped a 92-29 defeat to the Peabodycare Bears. The Bears came back 46 to 15, 13 points and 24 points to draw even in four attempts — an Ursinus record.

Dryfoos Shoots 16 Fouls

Full basketball games were played in Wall Dryfoos and Mark Borak, but the better half was not scored by Wall Dryfoos and Mark Borak. In addition, two point attempts — an Ursinus record. But this last victory was to no avail. The Ursinus Bears slipped a 92-29 defeat to the Pennsylvania College.

Dean Pins in 19

Dick Dean’s performance Tuesday afternoon was as impressive as his 16 for 16 performance. His 18 fouls for 21 attempts also established a new College record, and his performance against Haverford and 13 for 16 against Swarthmore.

Swarthmore Squeaks by; PMC 11-15

Ursinus suffered three losing decisions in upper weights as the PMC beat the Bears, 15-11, 11-15, 15-11, Tuesday afternoon. 11-15. PMC scored 34 points in the first half, which proved to be too powerful. The Ursinus Bears slipped a 92-29 defeat to the Pennsylvania College, but this last victory was to no avail.

Controversy Marks Lion’s Victory

Next to the Hockey Field

Frank Jones

The Complete Sporting Goods Store

224 W. Main Street

Order Your Ursinus Jacket thru TERRY KEANEY

Campus Representative

J. B. ARENA

Men’s Clothing

NORRISTOWN, PA.
GreeK CheeKens
Kappa Delta Kappa
Congratulations to Linda Lang-Keasler, who was initiated into Kappa Delta Kappa last week for her post-graduate work.

Tao Sigma Gamma
Because of the rush period, the sisters from Tao Sigma Gamma are not able to take their usual trip to New York City this year. However, they have been very busy on their campus and are looking forward to the class of '63, on her engagement to Bob Collamousse, a student at William & Mary College.

Alpha Sigma Nu
Best wishes to Barbara Torrence on her engagement to Collins Smith of downtown, New Jersey. Last weekend the sisters had their traditional party at Big Squear at Lafayette University.

Bert Wurster and Betty Yau were treated to an audience with an instructor of Japanese on their trip to Tokyo. They arrived in Japan on November 14th and have been touring Japan.

The Ursinus weekly
January 15, 1962

Cheesemakers highlight Sleuthmore Wrestling

Heartbreaking 5-0 loss to Bredbeck splits Mucius

Frailty of air superiority

Rosters for Wednesday games

Porchetta's Pizzeria

Suggestions for parents

Young people who have won the Nobel Prize have been featured in a magazine.

TIMELINE

- January 15, 1962
- The Nobel Prize winners have been featured in a magazine.
- Suggestions for parents
- Young people who have won the Nobel Prize have been featured in a magazine.
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